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The US travel association predicts that Americans leave 429 million days of paid fans not used every year. Some people exclude the trip because they are stressed to leave work back. Others abandon a pause because they feel that they are not in your budget. But unfortunately, there is a way to solve these two problems. If you know where to look for,
dozens of programs around the world connect travelers with opportunities to work while traveling. Payment comes in the form of money or in accommodations, but anyway, is a friendly way to the budget to see the world. If traveling is something you've always wanted to do, there is no reason why it can not be a reality. Read these stories of real
people who have found a way to finance their travels working on the road. Teach English Johnson, 30, liked his HR employment in Nebraska, but she could not shake the annoying desire to travel abroad. In 2011, she saw himself on a website called ESL Café, a resource for people who look to teach English around the world. After posting his
curriculum, he did not take long for the offerings to start rolling the first outy of Jelhnson in teaching English abroad led her to Hangzhou, China, where she spent 18 months of teaching. While she had to pay for the vain there, the program reigned it at the cost after six months. Your payment (about $ 1,200 per month) was considerably less than the
salary she did in her US work, but her housing costs were covered, so Johnson was able to live comfortably while still having enough money To explore the city and dive into a new culture. Ã, â € "The teaching ticket is what left me access to the rest of the world Ã ¢ â €" said Johnson to Yahoo Finance. "You do not have an excuse not to see the world,
unless you are not only interested. Although Johnson has been certified in teaching English as second tongue, It is a requirement for English education abroad. Ã â € ™ â € ‡ certifications give you better payment and more options, but for so many countries you only have to be a native English speaker. "She said. After taking a month for backpack
around the southeast of Sia, Johnson put his eyes on another teaching opportunity in Saudi Aribia. "I went to the adventure, and wanted to be in a place drastically different from where I had just been." The program in Saudi Aribia paid for its vain to the capital of Riyadh, its dwelling and transportation and for local markets. She would teach for four
to five hours a day at Princess Nora University, and spent the rest of the time exploring the city. "I was doing more than $ 3,400 per month, and without expenses, was able to save a lot of money. With these economies, Johnson traveled to Quania, Germany, England and Italy during the Ruptures of the school. With his wanderlust in full swing, she
continued to travel, and completed her goal to visit all 7 continents 30. â € "After traveling, many employers saw my new life experiences as BÃ'NUS Â € "She said. Ã ¢ â €" ÃƒÂ ¢ © Everything on how it markets. The work for the powers of Keekkevin arrived Lima, Peru in 2014, in the hope of finding a place to teach English as he did in China. But he
did not find the right fit.At his hostel, sound the other travelers told him about a website called Wakaway, which corresponds to travelers who seek to be voluntarily in other hospitles with hostesses that provide them with food and accommodations. He enrolled that day.Poters, 32, ventured into Huanchaco, Peru and spent four months working and
living in a hostel. In addition to checking on travelers, it would work in the restaurant - even learning how to make Peruvian food. "I worked 5-7 hours, five days a week, and in return I had a place to stay, food for coma, and there were A surfboard and diving clothes that I could use, he told Yahoo Finance. Ã ¢ â € "My free time I could travel and visit
other places such as Machu Picchu. Infante connects people in more than 155 countries, providing an opportunity to offer their time to divert the cost of travel expenses. Travel. Example, there is currently a family at Lggica looking for someone to come and work on your farm. In return, you will receive three meals a day, a place to sleep and a bike to
use. A hostel in Antigua is looking for someone to help around the property. In return, you have a place to sleep, meals, discounted transportation and laundry, and a view of the sea.For powers, managing to try another country without having to pay for accommodation or meals allowed him to travel from a way he never thought it was possible. Ã ¢ â €
"If you wait until you have money, you will never go, â € ¬¬" he said.Exchange Skillsin 2011, Andrew Dawson was 29 years old, among jobs and burns. Ã ¢ â € "I felt insignificant and physically and emotionally exhausted. I needed a real trip to â €" he said. Friend was going to Senegal to visit the family, then Dawson, who lived in New York, scored,
thinking he gone for 3 weeks. He ended up staying in the Western Africa for 6 months. Initially, Dawson stayed with his friend's mother, who performed a small operation of B & B. But after her friend left, Dawson used his story in advertising and brand strategy to discover an arrangement With her. "She did not really want to charge me for staying
with her, then instead of money, I sat down and went through her books her â €," he said. "I've done all the math and told her what to charge to make money. We've created a business plan. As Dawson made new friends and traveled around Senegal, he used his business. business to attack money saving arrangements. He took lessons at the local
surfing school and quickly made friends with the instructors. Soon he was helping them with chances and ends, and in return, they would allow him to use surfboards and diving clothes from grace. Dawson met a motorcycle enthusiastic colleague who gave rides to sites. They became fast friends with Dawson giving the man's advice on his business
model in exchange for free motorcycle tours. "I was able to have a good understanding about French and I really immered in the culture," he said. Ã ¢ â € "I helped the owners of local companies to improve their operations, and they helped me navigate a New landscape. Work on the Sabbaticaly course, Dawson's experience would not be easy for
most travelers. But there are other ways to use your skills during the trip - working sabaticals.yoursabbatical.com has a list of companies that currently have soap programs, and some such as the American Express, Blue Cross Blue Shield, and Nike, pay work Rivers a regular salary during your time off. When, some new startups aim to change the
way people work and travel. Saturday plans to establish cooperation sites complete with Wi-Fi and conference rooms at idiotic points around the world. Your first space will launch this August in Puerto Rico, with the hope that companies pay for their employees leaving the office for two weeks, staying in an exotic location, and Relax while working
remotely. Ã, â € ". Solid Solution for a work force of people who are unable to separate the work of life Ã ¢ â €" says co-founder Craig Mason. Ã ¢ â € ¢ "Curiosity to travel is a common tone for the millennial work force, so if you can find a way to pair this with a productive environment, then it is a victory. - Do you have any questions about the
payment of travel or anything else related to finances? Yahoo Finance is responding to your questions on Tumblr! E-mail for yfmoneymailbag@yahoo.com. Think about how you fit when you get out of a winter day. You have your shirt, pants, sweater, perhaps long underwear, jacket, gloves, hat or capÃ ', sheet and boots. You put a little clothes to
protect you from the cold. What you would have to put to protect you from the outside space. Space suits should provide all comfort and support that earth or spacecraft do, addressing issues such as atmosphere, water and protection against radiation. The space is an extremely hostile place. If you were stepping out of a spacion and it was not a
spacesuit, the following things can happen: You could become unconscious within 15 seconds, why not give the £ hÃ¡ oxygen.Your blood and body fluids could "boil" and then freeze because there are little or no pressure tissues .your air (skin, £ coraÃ§Ã the other internal Ã³rgÃ £) could expand because of the boiling fluids.You could face mudanÃ§as
sudden temperature. For example, in sunlight temperatures can reach 248 degrees Fahrenheit (120 degrees C) and fall to -148 F (-100 C) in shade.You vÃ¡rios be exposed to the kinds of £ Radiation such as cÃ³smicos rays, the particles can loaded emitted by the sun (solar wind) .VocÃª could be reached by small partÃculas or rock dust moving at high
speeds (micrometeorite) or debris Ã³rbita SATA © lites or spacecraft.So to protegÃª it does against these dangers, one obrigaÃ§Ã £ suit space: Have a pressurized atmosphereGive you oxigÃªnio and removes carbon dioxideMaintain one confortÃ¡vel temperature despite the Ã¡rduo work and movement in and out of areasProtect it micrometeorites
illuminated and the Radiation £ for some degreeAllow you see clearly, move easily within the space suit and outside the spacecraft, and communicate with others (ground controllers, astronauts colleagues) that Ã © a great job. In this article, we will examine the problems walk outside space and how space suits sÃ £ o made to deal with. When the
planes were developed jet, pilots Necessary flight suits pressurized to cope with low hurry £ © atmosfÃ the rich and the lack of oxigÃ © nio at high altitudes. Most of these facts are only designed to be used â â when the pressurized cabin failed. The coated fabric suits consisting of neoprene rubber which could inflate the £ as a bullet, and a fabric
rÃgida more of the neoprene suit to contain and direct the internal £ rush on the pilot. Hoses were attached to the Avia £ the suit to provide Mercury oxygen.When program comeÃ§ou NASA, space suits kept the designs of the early pressurized vÃ'o costumes, but added layers of aluminized Mylar over the neoprene rubber. the Mercury spacesuit
Tamba © m was laced boots, a helmet that connected by means of a collar ring, and gloves. The process was cooled with an external ventilator apparatus astronaut performed. The astronaut received oxigÃªnio spacecraft atravÃ © s hoses connected to the suit. Again, the fact was pressurized-Only in the event that the failed.Astronauts £ rush the
cabin found it difficult to move in when Mercury spacesuit was pressurized; prÃ³prio the fact in the £ was designed for the spacewalk. However, when NASA's Gemini program comeÃ§ou, spacesuits had to be conceived in the £ just to use emergÃªncia, but as well © m to walk in space, so some had to be mudanÃ§as made.To deal with the space
environment, the space suit twins had a human form neoprene rubber bladder that was constrained by netting. About bladder suit nylon layers was coated with Teflon to protect the usuÃ¡rio Micrometeorite. The probe supplied with the nio and atravÃ oxigÃ © © £ s of a lanyard cooling air umbilical (not shown in the picture above). After the Gemini
program, astronauts learned that £ Cooled with air in the £ it worked very well. Often, the astronauts were overheated and exhausted spacewalk; helmets and often sprayed on the inside of excessive moisture. In seÃ§Ã £ the following, let's talk about your changes that were made to the space suit design for the Apollo. Apollo.
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